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A. USE OF AMBIGUOUS CHARACTERS IN MEASURING
FUNCTIONAL INVARIANTS
National Science Foundation (Grant GK-33736X)
R. J. Shillman, B. A. Blesser
Humans are remarkably versatile with regard to the recognition of hand- or machine-
printed letters. More than 100 fonts (styles of type) are in common use throughout the
United States, and even letters in new or unusual fonts can be recognized with very
little effort (see Fig. IX-1). When hand-printed (script) letters are also considered, we
realize that humans can identify letters in an infinite variety of styles and variations.
Many computer algorithms have been
Fig. IX-1. Various styles
letter A.
of the printed
developed to recognize machine-printed
characters; all are alike, in that they
make identifications based upon measure-
ments of various physical components of
the unknown characters. The algorithms
lack generality in that they perform well
only on those fonts that they were specifi-
cally designed to read. This specificity
to type style is due to the nature of the
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algorithms that were developed in the absence of knowledge of meaningful descriptions
of letters. One possible technique for broadening machine ability in the recognition of
characters (without increasing memory size proportionately) is to devise a general
letter-recognition program based upon the rules that humans use.
During the past year we have attempted to uncover the critical functional attributes
used by humans in the recognition of upper-case English letters of the Roman alphabet.
The fact that we can identify letters of a style that we have never previously seen is evi-
dence against a model of recognition based on specific traces or templates and is evi-
dence for a model based on a set of characteristic features.
We recognize all of the characters in Fig. IX-1 as the letter A, even though these
specific styles have not been seen before. Although these characters have very little
in common physically, it is clear that functional invariants (attributes) must be present
because they are all easily categorized as "A". (This generalization is not always true;
the Roman numeral II has nothing in common with Arabic numeral 2, even though they
both stand for the same thing. In Fig. IX-1, it is clear that simple physical transfor-
mations will traverse the given space and that the transformed characters will still be
recognizable as members of that space, whereas there is no recognizable character mid-
way between "II" and "2".) We refer to these functional invariants as discriminata in
contrast to the physical similarities that are called features.
Insight into the nature of discriminata can be obtained through the use of ambiguous
characters. An ambiguous character is one that is perceptually midway between two
letters (it is identified with equal probability as being either of the two letters).
The dimensions in perceptual space along which changes must be made in order to
alter the identity of an ambiguous letter are the discriminata involved in resolving the
ambiguity. These discriminata are at least some of the functional attributes required
for letter recognition. The following examples help to clarify the distinction between
features and discriminata.
At first, one might think that the features (physical attributes) of upper closure and
two descending legs describe A-ness, but clearly these features are insufficient, because
the character R would not be categorized as an A. Also, the hand-printed character /
lacks an upper closure (physically) but is still recognized as an A, even though it
//
Fig. IX-3. Various examples of A and II.
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Fig. IX-5. Elements of the A-R continuum.
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Fig. IX-6. Ambiguous characters.
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conforms closely to the physical description of the letter II.
A portion of the A-Il continuum is shown in Fig. IX-2. Initially, it appears that the
angles of the diagonals are the determining features. Hlow, then, do we decide upon the
identity of the characters shown in Fig. IX-3? It is clear that characters composed of
straight lines form a small subset of all possible characters and therefore rules based
upon more general concepts than angularity need to be developed. With regard to the
A-H confusion, we initially concluded that if the top of the character could be closed
(functionally), then the character would be identified as an A. We were satisfied with
closure as the discriminata until we drew the characters shown in Fig. IX-4. The top
portions of both characters are identical, yet the first character is easily recognized as
an A, whereas the second character is closer to an II. It appears, then, that at least
two discriminata, closure and symmetry, are necessary to resolve fully the A-H ambi-
guity.
Again, discriminata does not refer to a physical attribute. The symmetry with which
we are dealing here is not geometric symmetry, as can be seen by the second character
in Figure IX-3. Although this introspective method yields useful results, we can never
know when the list of discriminata is complete; we can only amend the list as novel
ambiguities (varying along different functional dimensions) are discovered.
When the A-R continuum shown in Fig. IX-5 was studied in a similar manner, we
found that discrimination is based upon symmetry of intersection. The letter A is char-
acterized by the perception of symmetrical intersections on the right and left sides; for
example, - 4 for A as opposed to - A for R. 2
From the two previous examples, it is clear that ambiguous characters are useful
in determining the dimensions along which letters are perceived. Figure IX-6 shows a
matrix of possible ambiguities. The matrix is symmetric and contains 180 different
ambiguous characters. We are studying these ambiguities, and the perturbations that
resolve them, in an attempt to uncover the underlying functional attributes necessary
for letter recognition.
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B. PSEUDORANDOMI NOISE GENERATION FOR USE IN
IMAGE TRANSMISSION
Associated Press (Grant)
K. P. Wacks
Pseudorandom noise [PRN] generation is an important component in many digital
1-4image-transmission systems. This report considers the required characteristics
for PRN and methods for generating it.
5The initial application of PRN to picture coding was developed by Roberts in order
to reduce the visibility of artificial contours that appear when a sampled picture is quan-
tized to fewer than -6 bits/sample. Hle removed this structured distortion and replaced
it with unstructured noise, independent of the picture data, by adding PRN to each sample
before quantizing and then subtracting the same sequence of PRN at the receiver. It was
required that the noise be uniformly distributed over ±.5 of a coarse quantization level
and statistically independent on a sample-by-sample basis. The last requirement
implies a flat power spectrum. Other applications of PRN wx ith a modified spectrum
can be implemented by starting with a sequence that has a flat power spectr'um.
A particularly convenient scheme for generating random numbers in a computer is
6
the power-residue method. Each successive random number is obtained from the low-
order b bits of the product of the "seed" and the previous number. The appropriate seed
depends on b, which usually corresponds to the computer word size. The initial value
b - 2
is any odd b-bit number, and 2 terms are produced before the sequence repeats. This
PRN generator was implemented on a PDP-9 computer with b = 18. The highest 6 bits
from each sample were retained to produce integers ranging from -32 to +31. The his-
togram of 1024 values had an rmns deviation of 3. 5 from the computed (and expected)
mean of 16 samples/integer in the range generated.
The power density spectrum of this sequence was calculated by the following method
for frequencies up to 256 cycles /dimension (the highest frequency that can be repre-
sented by a picture composed of 512 X 512 samples). \Ve compute the unbiased autoco-
variance estimate 7 a(k) of the noise x(k).
1024- k 2
1024 1024024
1024 k r= l
where k ranges from -255 to +256. Then we window the estimate with a Gaussian func-
tion having 90% of its area between k= ±64. The estimate of the power density spectrum
is the discrete Fourier transform of the windowed autocovariance estimate. It is evident
from Fig. IX-7a that the spectrum is relatively flat.
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Fig. IX-7.
Power density spectra. Horizontal
axis range: -255 to +256 cycles/
dimension; dc at center. Range of
values in each trace: (a) 87-186,
(b) 38-480, (c) 27-474, (d) 83-169.
Fig. IX-8. Methods for generating noise: (a) power residue, (b) power
residue with extra cycling after each line, (c) shift register.
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A flying-spot scanner display was used to convert numbers to brightness on a linear
scale (0 black and 255 white). In Fig. IX-8a each of 512 X 512 samples represents 128 +
4 • (noise value). Since the apparent randomness of the noise is the critical factor in
picture coding, the vertical stripes shown in Fig. IX-8a make this method unacceptable,
especially for a facsimile transmission system. This problem was eliminated without
altering the shape of the noise spectrum by generating 5 extra random numbers at the
end of each row, as shown in Fig. IX-8b.
If an image-transmission system is to be implemented in special-purpose hardware,
there is a more economical PRN generator than the power-residue method. This gener-
ator utilizes a shift register with feedback of the exclusive OR of selected cells to simu-
late an irreducible primitive polynomial. For an 18-bit shift register the simplest
arrangement is the exclusive OR of cells 1 and 8 to feed cell 18, which was simulated
on the PDP-9 computer. The computed power density spectrum in shown in Fig. IX-7b.
The high-frequency roll-off occurred because the register was shifted once between
samples so that the low-order bits remained correlated from point to point. Figure IX-8c
was generated by using these values. Comparison with Fig. IX-8b demonstrates the cor-
relation of the samples. To decorrelate the bits composing the integers, every other bit
was retained after each shift. As shown in Fig. IX-7c, this did not solve the problem.
The relatively flat spectrum of Fig. IX-7d was finally produced by shifting the register
6 times between samples composed of the high-order bits. The corresponding noise
picture appeared to be similar to Fig. IX-8b. (Calculations on the histogram yielded
an rms deviation of 4. 0 from a mean of 16.)
This study illustrates the importance of exploiting the inherent pattern-recognition
capabilities of the human visual system when designing image-processing components.
Not only can design calculations be conveniently corroborated, but unnecessary compu-
tation can be avoided if a proposal is unacceptable visually.
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C. MINICOMPUTER INTERFACES
National Institutes of HIealth (Grant 1 PO1 GM19428-01)
Associated Press (Grant)
D. E. Troxel
1. Introduction
It is often desirable to interface equipment to a minicomputer. Although occasionally
we wish to interface to large computers, we are much more apt to be concerned with
small computers because interfacing is easier, it may be an economic necessity, and
minicomputers are often incorporated within a solution to a problem. With the exception
of data sets, CRT terminals, or teletypes, each interfacing problem is somewhat unique,
in that an existing design is rarely copied verbatim. Fortunately, with respect to CRT
terminals, the industry has adhered more or less to a set of standards,I the RS-232.
It would obviously be desirable to have a standard for other types of interfacing require-
ments. The adoption of almost any standard would result in greater ease of intercon-
nection of a computer with various peripherals, and computers with other computers.
With a standardized interface, the peripherals, which are often much more expensive
than the computer, could be reused when the main computer is replaced by a newer
model, or shared when an additional minicomputer is acquired. This standard interface
would also facilitate maintenance because malfunctions could easily be located by plug-
ging the peripheral into a separate-but-equal standard interface. Now there is often a
plethora of minicomputers and a dearth of peripherals, primarily because of the relative
costs of these two classes of items. This is particularly annoying because many of the
peripherals are used infrequently with a computer. For example, a line printer is used
or desirable for producing assembly listings, but this takes a relatively small percent-
age of the total computer time. If several minicomputers and one line printer were in
close proximity, and the line printer could conveniently be plugged into any one of the
minicomputers, then users would find little inconvenience in arranging to "time share"
the line printer. This arrangement would be far better than having the line printer inter-
faced to one computer, leaving three others without a line printer, since this would result
in having a line of users waiting to use the computer with the line-printer capability, and
hence in unused computer capacity. Of course, large time-sharing systems provide
another solution to this problem by queuing the files to be printed on a mass-storage
QPR No. 109 162
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device. Adoption of a standardized interface would permit a cheaper, albeit somewhat
less powerful, solution for this and similar problems.
2. Serial or Parallel Interface
If we agree that a standardized interface is desirable, we must specify the electrical
and mechanical properties of such an interface. Basically, we have two choices, serial
or parallel interfaces. Uniformly, computer manufacturers have chosen the parallel
interface. They have made this choice primarily because the data source and destination
(i. e. , the computer and peripherals) are normally organized in a parallel manner. It
has appeared to these manufacturers that to impose a serial interface between two par-
allel devices would be adding unnecessary electronic complexity. There is, however, a
price that must be paid for this "simplicity," namely, the multiplicity of cable drivers
and receivers and the added expense of multiconductor cables and connectors.
The alternative of a serial interface reduces the number of cable drivers and receiv-
ers to a minimum and greatly simplifies the connector and cabling problem, both with
regard to reliability and cost. A serial interface requires additional electronic complex-
ity, but the availability of medium- and large-scale integrated circuits has, or soon will,
ameliorate this disadvantage. The use of a serial interface simplifies the problem of
compatibility of communication between computers and peripherals with different word
lengths. Of course, one could design a standard parallel interface which would also
solve any compatibility problems, but this has not been done and, I suspect very
strongly, will not be done. The subject of compatibility will be considered in detail.
Most parallel interfaces have a constraint on the length of the cabling allowed, either
for reasons of timing or for noise considerations. With a serial interface, it is both
practical and reasonable to employ appropriate transmission-line drivers and receivers
to allow communication essentially over any distance. If proper attention has been paid
to this cable-driving problem, there is considerably less trouble with the problem of
cross talk, which is often present with parallel interfaces. Finally, a serial interface
is considerably easier to connect and disconnect because the cabling connections are
both more rugged and easier to handle. Figure IX-9 shows a patch panel that makes
possible interconnection of different computers and peripherals. With the small number
of wires to be patched, one might even consider the luxury of an electronic switchboard
to automate these interconnections.
3. Serial Interface Specifications
The type of serial interface that we are concerned with is self-synchronizing, sim-
ilar to that used with a teletype2 or the RS-232 standards; that is, it includes a start
bit, data bits, and optional stop bits, as indicated in Fig. IX-10. Basically, there are 3
parameters specifying the serial interface. The logic levels of the cable driver and
QPR No. 109 163
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Fig. IX-9. A serial interface patch panel.
DATA IN MSB LSB DATA OUT
IDLE STOP
TAR LSB MSB
bit time
Fig. IX-10. Serial interface format.
receiver have to be compatible. Two reasonable choices are TTL logic levels and the
positive and negative levels appropriate to the RS-232 standard. The second parameter
that must.be common to receivers and transmitters is the bit rate. While bit rates ordi-
narily used for digital transmission via data sets are possible, there are many circum-
stances in which it is desirable to have a considerably higher bit rate. Two actual
installations, one in private' industry and one at M. I. T., employ a bit rate of one mega-
bit per second. This is slow enough so that it is easy to achieve with ordinary logic and
so that transmission over suitable cables is not complicated. A familiar coaxial cable,
RG 62U, is both convenient and inexpensive. Crimp-on BNC connectors are also
extremely rugged and reliable. On the other hand, a 1-megabit rate is high enough so
that the transmission time is of little consequence for most peripherals and computers.
QPR No. 109
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It would not be difficult to, say, employ a 10-megabit rate, but it hardly seems worth-
while. On the other hand, a "standard" rate such as 9600 bits (or lower) would result
in a more significant transmission time while it would afford little decrease in elec-
tronic complexity. The third parameter of a serial interface is the number of data bits.
While at first it would appear that the transmitter and receiver should have an identical
number of data bits, it is quite feasible to have transmitters of, for example, 18, 16, 12
and 8 bits that are compatible with a peripheral that requires 7 bits of information.
Essentially transmitters of any length can communicate with receivers of any length.
4. Compatibility of Different Word Lengths
We first consider the problem of one computer communicating with another. When
the output of a 12-bit transmitter is received by an 18-bit receiver, the high-order 6 bits
will be read in as the idle condition of the line, that is, as l's. The receiving com-
puter merely has to AND out the high-order 6 bits in order to interpret properly the data
which were sent. In the reverse direction, the sending computer must not attempt to
send more bits than can be interpreted by the receiving computer. This can be insured
by the sending computer ORing 1's into the high-order bits.
Peripheral interfaces can be designed to be compatible with a range of bit lengths
by making the length of the peripheral interface equal to the longest of the possible trans-
mitters. Since it is common practice for short data in a computer to be right-justified,
the fact that the data are shifted out of the least significant bit of the word first, insures
that the short data will be positioned properly in the peripheral receiver. The normal
manner of communication between a computer and a peripheral is to have the computer
send a word to the peripheral and to have the peripheral echo this word when it is ready
to accept another word. The receipt of the echoed word at the computer is interpreted
as the setting of the peripheral ready flag. Occasionally it is desirable that the periph-
eral notify the computer of some unusual condition such as the fact that a line printer
18 bit WORD
18/7 bit
TRANSCEIVER
8 bit WORD
HIGH 7
ORDER bits
II
bits
Fig. IX-11. Compatibility of different word lengths.
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has run out of paper. In this case, it is convenient for the peripheral to set the sign bit
of the computer word, as this is normally an easy thing for the computer program to
test. A simple way to insure this capability with a range of possible word lengths is for
the peripheral to set all of the unused high-order bits to 1 to signify an unusual condi-
tion. In Fig. IX-11 we show a possible arrangement of two different computer word
lengths communicating with a peripheral device. When the 18-bit computer is connected,
the echoed words have O's in the high-order 11 bits. When the 8-bit computer is con-
nected, the echoed high-order 10 bits are 1, and the 8t h bit is 0. These high-order
10 bits are equivalent to the idle condition of the line for the 8-bit receiver.
5. Programmed Data Transfer vs Direct Memory Access
Since serial data transfers are often thought of in the context of a teletype, the con-
cept of programmed data transfer is often associated with serial interfaces. The
essence of a serial interface, however, is unrelated to the question of the use of a pro-
grammed data transfer as opposed to a direct memory access arrangement. It will be
quite feasible, for example, in the case of a floppy disc, to have all data transfers
between the disc control and the computer be of a serial nature. In this case, however,
one would probably want to use direct memory access transfers for the reading and
writing of records to obviate stringent program timing requirements. If programmed
data transfer with a serial interface is not used, then it is convenient to choose IO
instructions that are identical to those used for teletype interfaces except for a device
code designation (see the appendix). Of course, a serial interface can use the capabil-
ities of whatever interrupt facilities are available on the computer.
6. Peripheral Interfaces
There are many types of peripherals for which serial interfaces are appropriate.
These include more-or-less standard computer peripherals such as line printer, mag-
netic tape, disc, paper-tape reader and punch, xy tablet, remote consoles and plotter.
Also appropriate are many less standard interfaces, some of which may be constructed
by the user. These include banks of switches and knobs, A-D and D-A converters, auto-
matic controls for audio tape recorders, picture digitizers or scanners, and facsimile
transmitters and receivers. For many of the user-constructed equipments, it is very
desirable to have a standard interface such as the interface proposed here because of the
substantial time and effort expended on development of these equipments. As we have
stated, the adoption of a standard interface facilitates the upgrading of computer facilities.
7. Computer-to-Computer Interfaces
Given the availability of serial interfaces on computers, one computer can use
another as its peripheral, and two or more computers can easily be interconnected.
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Some sample instances in which this has been desirable are described below.
A microscope scanner was constructed with a small minicomputer used essentially
as a controller. This small computer had very little core storage and no bulk storage.
Two other computers were available which were powerful enough and had enough bulk
storage to process the images acquired by the microscope scanner. By equipping all
three of these computers with compatible serial interfaces, it has proved possible to
patch the microscope scanner computer to either of the other computers so that micro-
scope images could be transferred to these larger computers for further processing.
Another use of serial interface connections showed the fallibility of "Parkinson's
law," which states that programs expand to occupy the available space. In a speech-
synthesis research program in our laboratory two different portions of the synthesis
problem required programs so large that both could not coexist on any available com-
puter. We used two computers, allowing them to communicate via the serial interfaces.
It was then possible to demonstrate the speech-synthesis procedures in real time.
Another use of the serial interface arose in an industrial context where a large num-
ber of computers was available, at least temporarily, since each manufactured product
included a computer. The product, however, did not include mass storage which is very
useful for the debugging of applications programs. By connecting a "spare" computer
via a serial interface to the one embedded in the product, it was possible to use the
"spare" computer's memory in exactly the same manner as a disc would be used,
thereby facilitating debugging and modification of the programs.
8. Implementation of Serial Interfaces
There are many ways in which serial interfaces can be implemented. One of the
3,4
easiest is to utilize MOS LSI which is currently available. While this is a very eco-
nomical method, it has two significant disadvantages. The achievable bit rates are mod-
erately low, as most of these devices have been designed to be compatible with existing
data sets. Of course, it is also true that it is easier for manufacturers to produce
slower LSI devices as opposed to faster ones. Clearly, we expect faster devices to
become available, and there is now at least one manufacturer who sells a device oper-
ating at up to 640 kbauds.5 The other, perhaps more serious, disadvantage of commer-
cially available LSI is its inflexibility with respect to word length. Most allow selection
of 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits of data, but none permits easy expansion to longer word lengths.
It is possible, however, to utilize the parity bit to construct a 9-bit serial interface with
these devices. This is accomplished by applying the 9t h data bit to the control input
which selects even or odd parity. It is rather difficult to interpret this 9t h bit on a com-
munication line because it is obviously a function of the 8 "real" data bits. After having
been processed by a mating receiver, however, the 9t h bit may be read in normal fashion
from the parity error output of the receiver.
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The alternative to using commercial LSI is to construct a serial interface from avail-
able MSI. This is not as bad a choice as it may seem because a transmitter and receiver
have much in common and most of the circuitry can be shared if receptions and trans-
missions do not overlap in time. If a transceiver is used with coaxial cable and has a
crystal oscillator as its clock source, the stability and accuracy of the clock and the lack
of noise associated with the use of coaxial cables enables sampling in the central quarter
of the bit time, as opposed to the central sixteenth of the bit time that is used by most
commercial LSI receivers.
9. Conclusion
The serial interface described in this report has proved valuable in industrial and
academic settings, and has enabled the performance of operations which otherwise would
not have been feasible, both for reasons of cost and convenience. It has been possible to
share expensive peripherals among several minicomputers without the overhead of a
mass-storage device and the associated software required for automatic queuing. We
believe that this interfacing scheme can form the basis for a network of small computers.
Appendix
Sample Programmer Information for a Serial Interface
The instructions for the 18-bit Serial Interface on the PDP-9 computer are:
send
IOT 6304 (706403)
IOT 6301 (706301)
receive
IOT 6312 (706312)
enable interrupt
IOT 6322 (706322)
loads the transmitter buffer from
the AC and sends out the serial data,
AC-17 end first
skips when serial data are assembled
in the receiver buffer
reads the contents of the receiver
into the AC
AC -0 = 1, enable interrupts from link
AC -0 = 0, disable interrupts from link
The IOT instruction takes 4 machine cycles.
The data are serially transmitted at a 1-Mhz rate (start + 18 bits + stop),
after it is loaded, i. e. , 20 ts/word.
The receiver generates either a (PI) program interrupt request or an (API)
automatic program interrupt.
API channel = 21, trap address = 61, priority level = 3.
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1. Introduction
The most popular digital encoding of real-valued sources is digitization, so that it
is relevant to calculate entropies at the output of such coders. Unfortunately, it is often
not easy to evaluate integrals for these entropies. Goblick and Holsingerl observed,
however, that the entropy and mean-squared distortion for a uniform quantization of a
Gaussian random variable obey a simple law that is closely related to the rate -distortion
function. Gish and Pierce2 obtained asymptotic expressions for the distortion and
entropy of uniform quantizers which are valid for a broad class of random variables.
In this report we shall give bounds on the performance parameters of a uniform
quantizer. These are simply related to the formulas of Gish and Pierce.
2. Terminology
x is a real-valued random variable, with density function p(x).
h = -f d p(a) log p(f) is the differential entropy.
A quantizer is a function of x defined as follows. Let {x} be a monotonic sequence
- oo i < +oc. Let {yi} be an arbitrary sequence. The quantizer output y is related to
x by
x. < x < x. y = y..
We associate the following symbols with the quantizer:
X.
Probabilities of coded values, p. = fx d p( ).
1-1
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Output entropy, H = -L pi log p i
1 th
The distortion is evaluated according to the r power difference measure.
Pr(x, Y) = x-y r> 0
d = E(Pr(x, y)).
The following special cases are of interest. A uniform quantizer is one for which, for
all i, x - x = 56. The distortion may be minimized by choosing optimal output levels.1 1-i 1
dl ( H )  inf d.
{Yi}
An optimal quantizer is one for which both the {xi} and the {i} are chosen optimally,
constraining the entropy,
do(H 1 ) = inf
{xi}, HI<H 1
(dl ).
According to Gish and Pierce,2 as 6, the quantizer increment, becomes small, dl of
a uniform quantizer approaches d . They derived equations for the uniform quantizer0
H h - log 6 as 6 - 0
1 r+ 1
and for the optimum quantizer
1 1
S h - log d - log (r+1)-log 2r 0 r as d - 0.o
For further reference, we state the definition of variation
V = var (p(x)) = sup
{x1i }
iE P(x )i
The upper bound is taken over monotone sequences {xi}.
V. = var (p(x)).1
x. <x<x.
1-1 1
Similarly,
Clearly
SV. = V.
1
The following inequalities will be useful. For x. < x < x_, 6 = x. - x. .1-i 1 1 1-1
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ri iV. p(x) < + V i
1
-1 i log x < x - 1.
x
3. Bounds on the Entropy
From the definition of the entropy, for an arbitrary quantizer, we find
H=-
1i
i
+
i
X.
X.
-ix1-1
1-1
d p( ) log pi
d p(a) log p( ) - d p( ) log 6
- .i 1-1
d p() log
Pi1
= h - log 6 + Q.
In this expression,
Q i
bIX
x
1-1
d4 p() log --
Pi
Lower bound on H. For a uniform quantizer, x. - x._ = 6.I 1 i-i
HI h - log 8.
Proof. From (5) and (6) we obtain
i
ex.
xi.1- 1
d p() )
6p()
0.
Upper bound on H. For a uniform quantizer, with p(x) of bounded variation V,
H < h - log 6 + V6.
Proof. Again, from (5) and (6) we obtain
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Q <7
i
x.
1-1
x.
S 1X.-
(ap() )
dS p(() - - 1I
p()
d - V.=6
Pi 1 ,
-1 i
Note that the lower bound is equal to the asymptotic expression, while the upper bound
is the sum of the asymptotic expression and a term that decreases with 6. While it is
possible to construct a p(x) for which the lower bound is tight for some 6, inequality (8)
is loose for small 6 and differentiable p(x). It is possible to obtain the following bound.
Tighter bound on H. For a uniform quantizer,
2
1 62 d  ( p  ( ))2
H < h - log 6 + 8 d P() (9)
Proof. We start as before, and obtain
Q < 6Q<6 d p( ) p() - .xii-1
The integral is the same as
T. = inf i
1 b x.1-1
(p( )-b)2 d .
The integral can be bounded by the modulus
T. 6 inf sup
b x. l< x
sup
x. << x.1
p() - inf
xi- 1 i
x.
1
X.-
and
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1
(p( )-b)2
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pi' ) d
4pi
We let u(,) =
ator.
and v(a) = p(T),
I\(I ) and apply the Schwartz inequality to the numer-
I1 x
i x i.1- 1
xi
x.ii-i1
62 + c
p( ) d = -4
-1 Co
This bound is approximately three times the value of Q when p(a) is an exponential
function.
4. Bounds on the Distortion
Lower bound
r
dl (1-V6).(r+l)
Proof.
(10)
di = inf x1 xi-1 d p() yv.-.
For each i, according to (5),
p( ) > m ax Vi, 0)
d m i-i
dc yi- j r
The minimum over yi occurs when y. = i-1 + 6/2, and is equal to
2
(r+1)
( 6 r+
2) mIax Vi, 0 .
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max Pi
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Pi w obtainBy bounding the maximum by , e obtain
d 1 ( (1-V6).
1 1(r+1)
Upper bound. For a uniform quantizer
(6/2)r
d < (1+6V).
(r+1)
Proof
d= inf
{i }-
i i-
1
Xi-I
p(u) a-Y
x. + x.
d( p(() - 1 i-1
The result follows from Eq. 5. As before,
expression, plus a term that decreases with
the bounds are equal to the asymptotic
6.
5. Bounds on the Entropy-Error Curve
The inequalities can be used to determine bounds on the entropy for a given distor-
tion. The algorithm is the following.
1. For a given distortion, use (10) and (11) to find a range for 5, the quantizer step
size.
2. Given the step size range, use (7) and (8) to find the range for entropy.
A formula for this is somewhat harder to obtain, since only (7) can be inverted in
closed form. By relaxing the inequalities, however, we can obtain closed expressions
for the bounds.
Upper bound. For d < 2(2V) (1+r)1
1 1/rH < h - log (d2(r+1))+ (c+V) 2(d(r+l1))
r
where
c = V/r
c = V(2 1r-1)
r> 1
r < 1.
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Proof. From (11) with x = d2r(1+r) 1 / and T(6) = (1+V6) 1 / r
x < 6T(6).
The term T(6) is a concave downward (c. d.) function of 6 if r 3 1, so that
r 1 T(6) < 1 + 6T' (0) = 1 +
r
For r < 1, T(6) is concave upward (c. u.) and we can overbound it over any interval of
6 with a linear function that matches it at the limits of the interval.
(0 < 6< )(r <1 )  T(6) < 1 + ((2) /r-1)V6
or, by defining c as in the statement of the bound,
x < 6(1+c6).
Solving for 6, we obtain
x
-(1+~' I + 4cx)
Inequality (8) is a monotone decreasing function of 6 over 0 - 6 < 1
substitute and obtain
'V, so that we may
fH < h - log x + log 7 (1
The denominator of the last term is greater than or equal to 1. Using the usual bounds
for the log and the square root, we obtain
H : h - log x + (c+V)x.
The inequality follows by substituting y for x.
Lower bound. For
r+
d ( r j1
V
r
1(
1 72 1
z r1))
(r+1I)N7
1
r+1
r l I
z 1- r <1
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H > h-1 log (dZr(r+1))- 4z(d2r(r+1)) I / r
r
Starting with (10) and T(6) = , we get= (1-6V) we get
6T(6) < x
and as before
< r6 < ---
(r+1)V
r
6< )V
(r+ 1)V
Or, more briefly,
6 V
r
r<1 T>I (1
with the proper definition of z
x > 6(1-z6).
By solving for 6, we obtain
x < 6 < 2x(1+'i1-4zx)14zWe can ensur  the proper range for by requiring
We can ensure the proper range for 6 by requiring
x < r
(r+ 1)V
zr
(r+ 1)V
From inequality (8) we now obtain
1H > h - log x + log (1 +il -4zx).
Using the bound for the log, we obtain
, /1 - 4xz - 1H > h - log x +1-4xz -1
N 1 - 4xz + 1
The last term here is c. d. , so that it bounds a linear function over the interval
0 < x < 1/4z which gives
H > h - log x - 4zx.
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